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Chapter 1
Introduction
During the late 1980's, the world's corporations found themselves using
downsizing as a method ofcost reductioa Although eliminating employees and reducing
overhead did initially reduce costs and lead to a few years of sustained growth, it was not
an effective long-term solution. By the mid-90 's, once again, corporations found
themselves looking for more cost effective methods ofoperation. This quest for
efficiency remains ongoing today.
As businesses seek ways to reduce costs within their organizations, one ofthe first
areas in which they focus is travel expense. "On average, travel expenses account for
nearly 30 percent ofa company's annual
budget" (Winton, 1999). Since 1995,
organizations that spend more than one million dollars annually on travel expenditures
have reduced their travel budgets by an average of 1 8% (Cramer, 1998). Despite the
trend towards cost reduction, travel remains essential for all companies to compete in a
global market. Although it is the era ofthe electronic transfer of information, face-to-
face contact in business still remains important.
One way in which organizations have found to reduce travel expenses and
monitor their progress, is to outsource their travel programs to a corporate travel agency.
"Currently, 87 percent ofall companies outsource their travel needs to specialized
corporate travel agencies to maximize their travel dollar" (Welch, 1998). Agencies such
as Carlson Wagonlit, Rosenbluth, American Express One and Merritz Travel, the four
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largest in the industry, provide travel services to organizations ofall different sizes and
travel needs.
Agencies such as these use their size, the travel volume and name recognition to
leverage discounts with airlines, hotels, car rental agencies, and other transportation
providers, in order to reduce travel costs. With greater guaranteed volume, corporate
travel agencies are able to offer larger discounts to the companies they represent.
Carlson Wagonlit Travel presently provides travel services to Global Crossing
Ltd., a communications firm that spends approximately 50 million dollars on travel
expenses annually. Like most companies, Global Crossing is continually seeking ways in
which they can stretch their travel budget further.
Background
Frontier Communications, a local and long distance telephone service provider,
came to the Rochester area. All-Around Travel, a small, Rochester-based travel agency
was contracted to provide travel services to Frontier. All-Around Travel successfully
managed the travel program for four years.
In July 1999, Global Crossing, a high-tech communications firm based in
Bermuda, acquired Frontier Communications. This acquisition increased the amount of
travel from approximately 8 million dollars to 50 million dollars annually. Global
Crossing now required the services ofa large, nationally known travel service provider,
with the capability ofhandling the enlarged volume.
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Carlson Wagonlit Travel signed a 1-year contract with Global Crossing in July
1999. Since the initiation of the account, Global Crossing has purchased other
corporations, such as Global Center, IXNET and IPC. The number ofemployees and the
need for travel has increased with the acquisition of these companies. With Global
Crossing spending a large amount ofmoney on purchasing the new companies, the need
to reduce costs in others areas was apparent and the travel budget was not exempt from
the cutbacks.
Problem Statement
With the acquisition ofother companies and the significant expansion into more
global markets this year, Global Crossing's call for travel has continually increased.
Although the amount ofmoney allocated for travel expenses has not increased, additional
trainings, new hire orientations and the amount of international travel have grown
considerably.
In order to reduce the cost of travel, Carlson Wagonlit negotiates reduce rates
with preferred hotels, airlines and transportation providers. Although the amount of
travel has increased, any contracts in place can only be negotiated once a year. Any
further negotiations cannot be made available to Global Crossing until July 2001.
Prior to July 2001, when contracts can be renegotiated, Carlson Wagonlit Travel
has been asked to reduce travel costs by 1 millions dollars. This has forced Carlson to
more closely examine the processes in place to determine their cost-effectiveness and to
also establish to what extend these processes are followed.
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Purpose
The purpose of this study is to analyze one specific process within the
travel department to accurately determine its usefulness. This study will examine the
current reservation process in place and establish if there are "fail points" or faults within
the process. Further research will illustrate the increased cost associated with each "fail
point" by analyzing specific scenarios.
Additionally, this analysis will determine if the standard reservation process,
which each agent is initially taught, is followed and to what extent. The cost associated
with not adhering to the standard process will also by illustrated in specific scenarios.
Significance
This study is valuable for deterrnining the extent to which the standardized
reservation process that is set in place is followed, at the same time, measuring the
potential cost savings that is forfeited by abandoning that process based on several
scenarios.
The outcome of this study will act as a learning tool for both the travel agency and
the corporate accounts to which they serve. This analysis will also aid in determining the
effectiveness ofthe process, the need for further customization ofthe process and analyze
the need for re-education or reinforcement of the process steps.
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Long Range Consequences
If this study accomplishes its purpose, the necessary adjustments that need to be
made to the process can be determined to allow the corporate travel agency to accomplish
its main goal: to provide accurate and cost effective travel services to the client.
Adjustments can be made to assist the travel agents in following the process and also
making the process more adaptive to the customer's goals.
Further inquiry will assist in determining why the process is not followed and
what type of reinforcement, education or incentives may help to support the utilization of
the standard reservationmaking process.
With increased cost savings and efficiency, a corporate travel provider may secure
future contracts with new businesses, as well as maintain those contracts currently in
place. Developing and rramtaining a high level ofservice and monetary performance can
help build future relationships with potential customers.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Corporate travel agencies continuously seek methods of increasing cost efficiency
for the businesses they represent and to gain advantages in the travelmarket. Despite the
trend towards process improvement, little published statistical data exists. Although the
reservation process is generally standard between agencies and accounts, most findings
are kept for internal use. Industry publications such as magazines and journals highlight
the success of travel agencies in obtaining and mamtaining accounts, however specific
processes are not often revealed.
Available data on process improvements in reservationmaking in largely focused
on new technologies and computer enhancements that are developed to increase
efficiency. Increased cost-efficiency, speed and accuracy are often brought about
through computer software and technologically advanced phone systems. While
technological advancements are prevalent, little real data exists on the true cost savings
they produce.
Industry publications also concentrate on current agency incentives for raising
efficiency. "Though incentives bring about short-term, positive results, a lasting
improvement isuncommon"(Senge, 4). When incentives are introduced, the final results
are measured, however the specific process by which the change was made is seldom
determined.
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Although specific data referring to process evaluation is not generally published,
industry standard are in place for corporate reservation centers. An example of such
standard is the 80:20 Rule for call answering. This rule stipulates that 80 percent ofall
mcoming calls should be answered within 20 seconds of the first ring, despite the total
call volume for that day. While the call volume varies between agencies and accounts,
the rule helps determine performance standards for agents, as well deterrnining the
number ofagents required to service the account.
Another example ofa travel industry standard is the 50:25 Revenue Standard,
which says that a domestic travel agent should take, on average, 50 calls per day, of
which 25 should result in revenue for the travel agency. Such revenue is generates
through hotel and car rental commissions, airline ticket sales and ticket exchanges.
Although industry standards provide an initial goal for travel agencies,
maximizing customer service, accuracy and revenues while obtaining these goals is
essential. Through process improvement, agencies can customize the industry standards
to meet the individual needs ifthe company, therefore increasing the value ofthe service.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
By first developing a flowchart of the reservation process, the steps that
are ideally taken to complete a telephone reservation were determined. The steps of the
reservation process are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Figure 1: Flowchart ofCorporate Reservation Process
Call Corporate Travel
Office for Reservation
Determine TravelNeeds
Offer FlightOptions
Including Corporate Shuttle
ChangeReservation Accept Lowest Fare
Determine ifpassenger
Has available credits or
Non-refundable tickets on file
DeclinesPreferred
Hotel
DocumentRefusal
Offer Preferred
Hotel
fferPreferredCar
Or Transportation
j
Vendor
Recap Itinerary
Electronic Ticket
Paper Ticket
Decline LowestAirfare
Document Refusal
E-mail Itinerary
Deliver Ticket
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From the flowchart, a Reservation Process Evaluation Formwas developed to
further break down the process into individual steps and make record ofeach observation.
The Reservation Process Evaluation Form is illustrated below in Figure 2
Figure 2: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question; . No
Air: '. ':'\V:':"':.'-:':"';-- ';': ''-:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered?
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted?
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained?
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file?
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits?
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested?
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel?
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel?
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained?
Car:5
. ...
' '
-
Was a car rental requested?
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor?
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor?
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained?
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy?
Was electronic ticketing confirmed?
gent Number orPM)
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A sample size of 100 incoming reservation calls were monitored, in order to
establishwhich steps of the standard reservation process were followed. Each agent
takes approximately 50 incoming phone calls per day, ofwhich about halfare for new
airline reservations. The series of steps that should ideally be taken to complete an
accurate and cost-effective reservation are detailed in Figures 1 and 2.
In each step of the reservation process the travel agent is to work with the traveler
to make the most cost-effective reservation based on the traveler's need. Based on the
current travel policy, the reservation process is broken down into fourmain catagories:
airline tickets, hotel accommodations, ground transportation, and reservation recap and
ticket delivery.
Category 1 : Airline Tickets
Based on the current Global Crossing travel policy, for each airline reservation
made, the travel counselor is required to offer all lower airfares within a two hour time
frame of the originally requested itinerary, regardless of the routing. Ifthe traveler
refuses an itinerary within the two hour window, that is a cost savings ofone hundred
dollars or greater, the agent is required to advise the traveler that they are outside their
travel policy and document the refusal.
Along with booking the lowest logical airfare, the agents are required to
determine ifthe passenger has credit on file with an airline. Credits generally exist when
a passenger has not used a past, non-refundable ticket or was issued a credit for customer
service reasons.
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Category 2: Hotel Accommodations
In the main cities that Global Crossing employees frequently visit, lower rates
have been negotiated with specific hotels. Global Crossing negotiates rates with hotels
that are in close proximity to their offices or accounts commonly visited and hotels that
offer amenities required by business travelers.
The rates are based on an estimated number of room nights that Global Crossing
has guaranteed. Due to the guaranteed number ofhotel nights required, Global Crossing
travelers are required to utilize these preferred hotels. If the caller does not request a
preferred property, again the agents are required to offer the alternate property and
document any refusals.
Based on the actual number ofroom nights utilized, whether it is greater or less
than the guaranteed amount, the rates are adjusted accordingly for the next year. Ifthe
total number of rooms occupied is less than the hotel requires, that hotelmay chose not to
offer any discount rates at all to Global Crossing.
Category 3: Ground Transportation
Similar to the hotel program, Global Crossing also contracts with car rental
agencies and ground transportation providers for discounted rates. The discounted rates
also generally include rental insurance and lost damage waiver to protect the renter and
Global Crossing.
Global Crossing currently has one primary car rental vendor that they require
their travelers to use and one secondary vendor that is in place for occasions when
then-
need cannot be met by the primary vendor. For instance, if the principle vendor does not
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offer service in a desired city or does not have an automobile available during the
requested time frame, the secondary vendor would be called on to provide the service.
In cities such asNew York, Boston and San Francisco a car rental is not the
easiest or most economical means of transportation. For these circumstances, sedan
service is often utilized. Global Crossing also contracts reduced rates with these national
ground transportation suppliers. With both forms ofground transportation, Global
Crossing requires the traveler to use their preferred vendors and also requires the travel
agent to document when they are refused.
Category 4: Reservation Recap and Ticket Delivery
According to the Global Crossing travel policy, to insure accuracy, the travel
agent is required to provide a complete recap or review ofthe reservation to each caller.
The agent must read, in detail, the flights, hotels and ground transportation chosen, along
with any cancellation and change policies, ticketing deadlines and costs. Along with the
recap, the agent is required to send a copy of the reservation, via e-mail or fax, to the
traveler after it is completed.
During the review of the reservation, the travel agent should confirm an
electronically issued ticket anytime the airline allows. This reduces the total cost by
eliminating the cost ofpurchasing the paper documents and sending them via certified
mail to the traveler. As with all other refusals, the agent is to document when the traveler
requests a traditional paper ticket be sent to him or her.
Reservation Observations
A systematically observation ofa sample ofeach agents incoming reservation
calls was conducted to gather the data. Telephone calls to each agent were monitored at
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various times throughout the day, for one week in order to determine which steps of the
ideal reservation process were followed. An analysis of the records will establish where
"fail points" in the process exist. A comparison of the ideal process that the agents are
trained to follow, versus the actual process used will illustrate where gaps are present.
Closer examination of five scenarios will demonstrate the cost associated with each "fail
point" by comparing the actual versus the optimal procedures.
Missing Page
Missing Page
Missing Page
Missing Page
Missing Page
Missing Page
Missing Page
Missing Page
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
Result Summary
The results of this study indicate that the standard reservation process is an
effective cost saving mechanismwhen followed completely. The most unnecessary costs
arise when the process is not utilized.
The area in which the greatest deviation from the process appears is in airline
reservations. Unfortunately, airline tickets make up the largest amount ofmoney
budgeted for travel; therefore they represent the area of the greatest potential savings.
Since 79 percent of the observed reservations included a hotel reservation,
following the standard process when selling hotels becomes ofgreater importance. When
the process was utilized, the number ofGlobal Crossing preferred hotels that were sold
increased by 50 percent. This not only saved the company money, but it also helped
fulfill the Global Crossing obligation to utilize their preferred properties.
Of the 78 percent of travelers that requested a car rental, the fewest amount of
deviations from the reservation process exist. In all reservations the primary or
secondary car rental vendor was used; therefore the lowest rates were guaranteed.
However, in 96 percent ofthe reservations, the traveler requested the Global Crossing
vendor, without the agents suggestion, therefore the process was only actually followed 4
percent of the time. This shows no real evidence that the agents are utilizing the standard
reservation process that they are instructed to use.
While electronic ticketing was used in 100 percent ofthe observed reservations,
only 79 percent ofthe reservations were recapped to insure that theywere booked
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accurately. The potential cost of inaccurately booking the other 21 percent of the
reservations is unable to be precisely calculated. With airline change fees beginning at
$75.00 per ticket, an accurate reservation is essential to cost savings.
The complete results of this study, shown as percentages by which the process
was followed in each category, are shown below in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Result Summary
Question Percent Compliance
If available, were lower air options offered? 60%
> Ifoffered, was the lower fare option accepted? 38%
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? 4%
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? 22%
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? 10%
Hotel:' '
'
Was a hotel requested? 79%
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? 64%
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? 50%
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? 1%
Car: .
.-,. '-:':
'wi- '."- '--. ..'-... .
'
'' '. " -. ;:' : '...
Was a car rental requested? 78%
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? 96%
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? 100%
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? 0%
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? 79%
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? 100%
Results are rounded to the nearest wholepercent
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Recommendations
When looking in detail at the reservations where the standard reservation process
was utilized, it was proven that the process is an effective cost savings tool. Based on
this data, the value of following the process should be illustrated to the travel agents, as
well as re-educating them on utilizing that process effectively. Regular training and
reinforcement is necessary to determine ifthe process remains effective and if it has been
abandoned at any time.
Along with reinforcing the process to the agents, Global Crossing should educate
their travelers on their corporate travel policy. Further awareness will increase the
potential for cost savings.
Future Studies
Future studies on the reservation process should be expanded to include
reservation changes, hotel only and car only reservations. Restricting the investigation to
only new reservations, limits the amount ofdata and type ofdata collected. Further
analysis of the results will also establish ifthere is a relationship between the reservation
process used and the overall travel costs. Although this study examined some specific
scenarios, an accurate cost analysis is not possible without complete data.
Important data can also be found by determining ifthere is correlation between
the agents being monitored, the time ofday the reservationwas taken, the day of the
week that the reservation was taken and whether the standard reservation process was
made use of. This will help identify if the fail points are more predominant at certain
times or with specific agents. Any correlation will help establish where future studies
and training should be focused.
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Conclusion
Financial measurements only show a limited view of the companies effectiveness
and value to their customers. Managers need to balance the focus on both the numbers
and that add to the value oftheir service.
Through strategic performance measurements and process improvement, critical
non-financial data can help pinpoint problems, improve their processes and achieve their
organizational goals. When the processes are in place and utilized affectively, the
financial gains will follow.
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APPENDIX A
Agent Number Years OfExperience Age
1 1 22
2 6 27
3 11 32
4 10 32
5 9 28
6 9 36
7 7 35
8 1 20
9 20 51
10 9 31
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APPENDK B
Question Percent Compliance
.
'-svr---
; :Air:
If available, were lower air options offered? 60%
> Ifoffered, was the lower fare option accepted? 38%
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? 4%
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? 22%
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? 10%
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? 79%
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? 64%
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? 50%
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? 1%
Car-
Was a car rental requested? 78%
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? 96%
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? 100%
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? 0%
Recap and Delivery Method:
- "-
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? 79%
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? 100%
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
Missing Page
Missing Page
Missing Page
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APPENDIX C
Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question .; Yes No
Air:^: \p0:-:.% ;.;;v-:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: ','
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
X
Car: ' . '' ' ''
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
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Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Yes
Air: - . ' '
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: ; ,: '..
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
X
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
X
Recap and DeliveryMethod: . ". '.';.-. ::"
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
AgentNumber Date Time (AM or PM)
September 9, 2000 AM
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Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes No
i*irJ
\ . ..,,: ., ,;..;.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
Car: :.
...
-
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
2 September 4, 2000 AM
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Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Yes No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method: .-.
-
-.
"
'.. -_
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
2 September 4, 2000 AM
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Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel-
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
X
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
3 September 4, 2000 AM
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Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: j .
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
X
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
4 September 4, 2000 AM
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Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes No. !
Air: .; 7 '- mm
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
'
*^w/*,;
''-':<
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
X
. !
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
i
i
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time(AMorPM)
3 September 4, 2000 AM
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Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
, ,l_~,'", .-.:.
!... ' ' ' ! ",".\ " ', ",--" . >. , , ,. ., - .. ; ... ; ,, ,
-Question . Yes No
x\ir: WmW
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
Car: . .
.'-.
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
4 September 4, 2001 AM
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Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes No !
xVIIV'-
'
"-
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? N/A
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: . '-. '' ;
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
Can- " ' '
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
9 September 4, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 42
Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes No
Air:
-.',- :''''
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
Car: :r',-
. .
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
>
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
10 September 4, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 43
Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
'Question Yes :
v'No; '!
'Air:.;.:'';:".'; -W
- ;.'.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:' '*4"^V:' "."' '* ' '"'/'."'T"-- "''
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method: < '',"'''
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date | Time (AM or PM)
1 September 5, 2000 | PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 44
Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question".. Yes No |
'Aifr'.' ;
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
-
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: -
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number
2
Date
September 5, 2000
Time (AM or PM)
PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 45
Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes - m --;
Air: ;'.. ";
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
'Hotel: :"'"
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
'Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
'
-^__H_I
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
9 September 5, 2000 PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 46
Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes No ;
-Air:..
.
' '
'; : ;
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: .: '___
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
:
~ :
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
10 September 5, 2000 PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 47
Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes No
^^^^''ft(j-v^.,:v'-,>t'-;
'". : ':
"
,"';'':"'::'
'
:V ;..:-_
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? N/A
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: ;"'",':':'<''''
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
v'Car: :
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery 'Method
' "
-'Y
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
[Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
1 September 6, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 48
Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes "No- ;
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel.
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: ': "':: ''-. ,
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number 'Date Time (AM or PM)
7 September 5, 2000 PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 49
Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question
'
Yes No
-.Air:"'
^^.v.^.;v.:H/-^-y-'
r-yt^^if^ .
'
,
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
"Car:
-
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
8 September 5, 2000 PM
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Table 1: Reservation Process Evaluation Form
Question Yes No
/Air:-'.: '..',/,.:-;..., v,,;;.^-,';:. .
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel:,
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested?
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A j
Recap audDeliveryMethod; .
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date
September 5, 2000
Time (AM or PM)
PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 5 1
Air: t
,
' 1
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel:
. ..
; :.':. ;., ,-,
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Can
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap andDelivery Method:
-
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 52
Yes ,; No
Air; :,-, ':"'''. '
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel: .
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Carr
'
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
'.' ":
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 53
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered?
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted?
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered?
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained?
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file?
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits?
oteF
Was a hotel requested?
_
Did passenger request a preferred hotel?
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel?
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained?
N/A
N/A
Car,
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number r
4 September 6, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 54
km Yes No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
_
If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
ar: "
- " < ,
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy"r
Was electronic ticketing confirmed?
X
X
Agent Number Date
September 6, 2000
Reservation Process Evaluation 55
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered?
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted?
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered?
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained?
X
X
X
X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
^ai.. ,
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel?
_
Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car-
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
1 ..Agent 'Number"" Date 1 4~~flE!M flflfc_i^nn~n
6 September 6, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 56
Yes
'Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:: <:.
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number
. .
--
Time (AM or PM)
5 September 4, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 57
No
Air:-'
,; .
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:" "'"' "
;;; ^M-;MtMi^ :
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
gent Number Date
....
nQ^_QSD_IByj|
September 4, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 58
_ . .
'
;
No
Air:'
. ; . '..
'
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: .- ...
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
.
v ! -.- i_Jt____U!IHI__j__^K .
AgentNumber Date 1 Time (AM or PM)
6 September 4, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 59
Air:'..,
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X j
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
'Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: .... HH
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 60
Yes No
Air:..'
'
:r
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car;.
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
1 Agent Number Date TirtieYAM or PMV
6 September 4, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 61
Question'
Yes
'
-No
Airt _ --: -;'S-':
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: " '
'
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
car; '. " '''.|'-
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: ...
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
I ' i; v
' ' ;
Agent Number
.I". 'w
Date
-
:"..'.''
September 5, 2000
Reservation Process Evaluation 62
Question Yes No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
'.Carr :
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
ent Number
.".'.'. .". . , .; .-, ......
',.
'
.
' 'A. : '
September 4, 2000
Reservation Process Evaluation 63
Yes
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered?
]
X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel:./ ' :
''
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
"r*"' " "
.
' ?;. '": ),' .; : -;
".'.'."
, .
'
.
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: ,
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 64
Question.
,
| .
.
- Yes No
Air:-.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
.Car:.,.
'.-''
'/'V '
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: .
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
4 September 5, 2000 PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 65
v Yes No
Ail-
Air.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: ' "
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:"
"".". - : . '/'' .'- "
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
' Time (AM or
September 5, 2000 PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 66
......
Yes No
Air:-.
'
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:"" ' '
.
-
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
'Car:., '.;.
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
a 1HT I
nt Number Date >';..'.
September 5, 2000
Reservation Process Evaluation 67
v""
v''.''. Yes No
,Air:' } ..,.'.;: ';>/'':-.':,
;,"-
,^y^ ..:>vv;
/': . -..';:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel-
.. .
. . :,,,_,..:>.:,>..,
h '". '..' / ::
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: . : -
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
.
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
AgentNumber
"Date'
Time (AM or PM)
6 September 5, 2000 PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 68
Yes , No. 1
Air:-. 1 \
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: .. ..;,..,. .,:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car::, ,:, . .
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod;
.
..
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number
- --r
Date
September 4, 2000
mMmMS3MMF
AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 69
question : NO
.
;;.,.;
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:.
..,.-; v
:..-
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: ': ' .- :'-:.. ' .: '
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
"
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Aeent Number n Time(AMorPM)
10 September 4, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 70
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered?
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted?
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered?
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained?
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file?
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits?
; "".
"'' "'.':;''
Was a hotel requested?
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel?
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel?
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained?
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
N/A
N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
_
Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
_
Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
_
Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy?
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
[ .AgentNumber. Datev" Time (AM or PM)
1 September 5, 2000 PM
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_:-J
" ;':."'"",':... ; '
'
-
-
- - -T 7?
Yes
'.-"'-r-j-rr-r--
T
.':.';.
No
Air:
I .
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: ... ,. ... ', . ,
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
.
,
.
':- i- i
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
2 September 5, 2000 PM
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'.- Yes-. ;. No -
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: .. ; .
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
'Car*' " '"' '- .'"yX
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
..Agent
'Number"
Date.'"' Time (AM or PM)
3 September 5, 2000 PM
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Yes
."'..
:""""'
No
Air?
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
riotei:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod: , ,
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
'umber I Date
September 5, 2000 PM
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Air;
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered?
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted?
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered?
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained?
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file?
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits?
to:
-^
, , . .
-
Was a hotel requested?
__v_ :
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel?
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel?
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained?
ar:
Was a car rental requested?
- -
1
es
X
X
X
X
X
X
No~l
X
X
X
N/A
N/A
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed?
^~
Lgent Number
-
',/'.'".[ ',Time (AM or PM)
September 5, 2000 PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 75
Question Yes No i
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: , ..... .
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
1 Recap and Delivery Method: :' ' '- ': ':- '.
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 76
Yes : ."No
' ;
: Air:/: ,
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: :.- , ..".. ': 1 :'___
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
>(
"
'-".:'
car: Vv,:!v^H,";:;V'.'^'
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
| Recap and Delivery Method: ..; .,'.
'
-
.
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date | Time (AM or PM)
7 1 September 5, 2000 PM
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Question
,
Yes
r. T-. -~- n
No
.Air^r "":;.'.i;. -. "';..,
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
'.Hotel:
.
''
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: . ;
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
ll>ate . , \ ,
I'
r*.
"
/ t -kmTime (AM or
September 5, 2000 PM
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Yes No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
rr . 1. . .
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
'-"''- "."'"":.'.-.. ".'"-''..;."car.,,,.,...-
:,;,;,
.
.,.,,,;.
.
.
;",... . ... :- ..
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: .. i '.'....
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
p
-
Agent Number
8
Date
September 4, 2000
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OnfMctinn Yes No
Air: ..."
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel: .
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: ';'... : .,
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
AgentNumber h 153OT
1 September 6, 2000 AM
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IfAvailable, were lower air options offered?
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted?
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered?
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained?
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file?
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits?
Was a hotel requested?
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel?
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel?
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained?
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
N/A
N/A
rfar:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
_
Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryM#hod :
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
gentNnmber Date
;".
'
September 6, 2000
Reservation Process Evaluation 8 1
Question Yes No
,Air: ..
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel: '. - " '" ..
:"
: ?
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
'Car:
'
'" ..".:
;
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap andDelivery Method: .':
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
fAgent Number Date 1 Time(AMorPM)
10 September 6, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 82
iotT
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered?
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted?
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered?
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained?
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file?
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits?
u tev,
~
,.',
!-.':.'
-.;:
:
.,-v.
Was a hotel requested?
Yes
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
ar:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed?
:'."
'
'. ,: . .
igent Number
...:
..'....
..
. ...
IV*,." ". ,
September 7, 2000
Time
PM
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Air:.. -';.-... ' ' . |
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel'
'
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: ": '
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 84
"Yes,.
Air:.'-."
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
, Car: .'...-. ,: ... ;
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
- ^ ,
Agent Number
Reservation Process Evaluation 85
/\ll%,.:
.
i
.,,,.-,,,
. .y. ,'. .-' /''; ".:'.
'
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:",,. ..
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
.Carr,
: ''...'. '/."?.'; :
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 86
Question '" Yes
"
Air: "
'
/':, .,,':'.. ,.,,
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
'Car:"
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
. -.Recap .andDelivery , .. .
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
igent Number
~~r
. Z ~TT^ime (AM orDate
September 7, 2000 PM
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Yes No
Air: , .....j, , ..;.:,
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
-Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car;'..'.,,.':''....'.."'
',",'
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
, v
* u Date Time (AM or PM)
6 September 7, 2000 PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 88
Question Yes 'No
Air: \ ,"';,-'.'-s
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:".'.'
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
R^cap affld Delivery Method: |
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
. ". . .. ,Agent Number 'Date ' Time(AMorPM) 1
7 September 7, 2000 PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 89
---I-*--"'-""':!
. I./; .'::..
i\0 "''''
Air'
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: '.':, . . .;. ;
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:',';'';
.
:''';
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and.DeliveryMethod: .
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
[gentNum
'"
|.
'
. ,
.
.'
" "" "
September 6, 2000
Reservation Process Evaluation 90
Yes
Air*-;"..'
"'."''"","-"
-v
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: .,.... . .. , ,,,;.
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car; "".'-
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: .
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
-X'
""'"*.T
'""'
. '.'
Agent Number Date;.,..';..,....''. ',..'.. 1 Time (AM or PM)
8 September 8, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 91
Question"""'.'
, Yes . ; No- >J
.Air:,_v"',","v/'".v,. b :r:i
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
.
-
.
-.'.... .",',.,:"j
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
''.Can,/..:. . . . ;
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Deliyery:..JVIethod;',;, ,"; k ,' m
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 92
Question Yes "No |
Air: '. .-: .
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
nold.
.
.
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: <:__________! " :.
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method;
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
10 September 8, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 93
Question Yes .No
"Air::1:,':'-
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
car:,,,;.',.;,,. '
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
September 7, 2000
Reservation Process Evaluation 94
Yes No
Air:,,.', ;.!;;.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: -
,
- -
'
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
'."'"'.;.''.">.'.--,';.;;
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
____^:'..r ' i "Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
9 September 9, 2000 | PM
Reservation Process Evaluation 95
ScM*^MvII No
Air; UK'....".
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
'" ' :
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
':Car:';;:',J,'.'', : . "
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap andDelivery Method: '? ' ':
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
FDate-
MM[KWEMsWMamW
September 8, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 96
'Question, Yes No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: , . ":
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
_
.'',':-,": \--V^.:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method;
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
,
'
.'.,!
::' ";. ... .. '.
"
,
'
I
'_v' "" " '
igent Number Date ^TUneO
September 8, 2000 AM
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Yes
Air;'
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file?
1
X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: v,:. :.';" ;">"""';' -
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car; \ ''"..
'. ';:,,v:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
,'. -y-
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
:ie~ ~~~
September 6, 2000
yfTiT-fcWig-lM8-|
AM
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Question Yes'.
1 ; ;
- - !
.; No
Air:..,,,'.,,,,'.,, ,,.',....':,,,;,,.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: . .;;,...
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap andDetivery Method:
,
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
.AgentNumber TJm (AlVf ar 1*1VI^
8 September 6, 2000 AM
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.';
; ''. - : ' * ~-
.
Question;'..
.".'Yes
y "No
Air:.-.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: ' ' ' : ' '
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car; BB
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: ' V.
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? x
1 Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
9 September 5, 2000 PM
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Question No
'Air;. ,
._"-:-;,.
. ;;;":v.w C 'v.;,",,-. '.:.:;/.> :^:H..\,:"'".; "'"/'..""''"'"
'
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policv explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:.".'".:.'.,-;'.'.:., , , ,,:::;,,;, \ ; , .
';.'
:'
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
,
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
'Date"'"'- Time (AM or PM)
2 September 6, 2000 AM
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No
"Air:.".: '/'f'.V' :-'y-
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
:,-.
'
;/'
.
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
"-'
,
',-
. ,
'
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
igentNumber Date
~~ ^~
. /
September 6, 2000
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,.Air:--,.>,,.;.,- ^^&$&-+ ^'^
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
.
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:''
.'JHH
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: SHI
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number ''TV '< Time (AM or PM)
10 September 5, 2000 PM
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No.
.Air:
.
.
,,,.;;,,,:>;:
,..,.-
. ;,,. ;:
'
.
"'
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X J
Hotel: "
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: ;-' ,
.y;-:::.V-'.''. \':. ',.;-,. '..-}',
. , .....'..'":,
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method :
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
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Yes No
Air:,.'
,
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hofel; . . :;.'.".".'.:-"'.:'",
" ;-' ::i
'
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: "
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod: '
-
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
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'.Question . Yes L N
Air::
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel. -'"",, ;:"-'.
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
'-,'
; .", , ..'] :.'P,.,,\
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Jme(AMorPM)
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Yes " No
Air;. .
.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car;' '""
.-..
.''. .. . :
'
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
MMmm
September 8, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 1 07
Question Yes No
.
;.; ".
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
:Car;,,,,,,
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
AgentNumber ' '
5 September 8, 2000 AM
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Question Yes No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: '::,'. ':? '.':';. '-.'.'"J,;'"""' '.v '''. :
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:,..-.'.,',
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
'';
,
"."'."
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Time (AM or PM)
6 September 8, 2000 AM
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':. Yes . . No '']
>: " -
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: j wmm
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method: ; : :V-; , '
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 1 1 0
Question. 'i''-Yerv - '., No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? x u
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? x
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: , ;.,:..;.,.
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: ".
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: :"";'.
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
.AgentNumber
6 September 6, 2000 AM
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Question Yes No
Air:.:;; "'/ '".;
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
"Hotel:'.. "
" '"
,
;.',
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
.Car:', JHH
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 112
Question."'- f '".Yes
' '
No
Air:-
-"."
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel-
''''-
...
'
. ';.:;
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 1 1 3
.'Question;
'
.4.-: Yes - 'Vflp
Air:. .
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:,""' :,.,. /;.,."','.,,".,.'"', .':.-'..
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? X
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number .Date Time (AM or PM)
7 September 8, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 1 14
.Question. Yes :No:
Air;..;.., ;, :,:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:-; ;.'.:.;.',:',,,.',' .;.. ;-;".;,::::
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method;
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
"""":"~
Tr Time (AM or PM)
September 6, 2000 AM
Reservation Process Evaluation 1 1 5
Question " "Yes V.,
'
No- j
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifapplicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:";
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: ".^W;
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and deliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
,
September 6, 2000
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Question Yes No
.Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
.
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:,
' ' '
-
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X j
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod; -...
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Reservation Process Evaluation 1 1 7
..Question v-Yes No
Air:
.
.
,
,.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered*? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:, .;, \
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car;
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Sht'-WMi
: .__^j : .,':,
10 September 6, 2000
llfluiraiTlWT
AM
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Question Yes : No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
j
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: ,., . - , ,
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
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Question -Yes No
Air:. ..... ,;:;...,;,:.,
.
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? N/A
> Ifeither option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
HOteI:,;, :,,,-,,,,,;,':.;,. ;,,;,, , '
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap andDelivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
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Question Yes No
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained*? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:, ... ;,_,',v,., <:j-,-~,;;j.\:-/'iV--;iJ'i
<'~
- '. " '
'
Was a hotel requested? X
^
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: .
. ,
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
'
'
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
3 September 7, 2000 PM
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Question,,., Yes < No
;Air;:.".. ,;/:;>/:, :..',-".;;,: :,,:,. %-..
:..:' ::,V-;-">
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel: T| , ... ;."',' : ::-,-.
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:
'
.'"",",,;
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: "
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
nt
[w, ...
~~
September 7, 2000
rime (AM or PI
PM
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Question
, Yes No
Air:..;;;, ,':.;-.-"; . :;,,,,,;.;,;, '..,,", *.;:".":;/,">; : '.v;'-
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel;,
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
: Car: ".'.-:-'...
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method: . : - -
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Date Time (AM or PM)
September 7, 2000 PM
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Question ' Yes-.'.' ':""No"-?'
Air:,'
. /... :; fMPm
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> If offered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:.'".. .
'"
; .:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car: \. . i
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number ..Date Time (AM or PM)
7 September 7, 2000 PM
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Question ', 'Yes ' No
Air: ,.., ,
;;
",';.''.;:'
:::;''
'' '
' '"",,:'.. ',
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> If applicable, was the Corporate Shuttle offered? X
> If either option was declined, was the travel policy explained? X
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> Ifapplicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? X
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and DeliveryMethod: "-
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
AgentNumber Date Time (AM or PM)
8 September 8, 2000 AM
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APPENDIX D
Reservation Process Evaluation Forms For Scenario #1
Question:"' Yes"
.
'.No
Air:;'.'
;i .'".".;:.".
___:
.-::- ':";-;}:';:'',;;|.'4>; t. '.^s.w.yvw
If Available, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car;:'",'::',.'T T'.'.-... *. - -
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
1 October 10, 2000 AM
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Process Evaluation Forms For Scenario #2
Question.
,',: Yes No
Air: :
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel/
'
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car:".--':
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
'.Recap 'and Delivery Method;:'"' :- V
,"-
...
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
6 October 30, 2000 AM
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Reservation Process Evaluation Forms For Scenario #3
p ."v.,ic. .
...,, , . . ..... ,,.,., ,,,. , ..
Question ,. '" Yes' No
..vvir*
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? N/A
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel::
'
'V: :>'; ';'''"'
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? X
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? X
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? X
;'Car:"
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method:
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
AgentNumber -Date.':".;"... Time (AM or PM)
3 November 11,2000 PM
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Process Evaluation Forms For Scenario #4
Question;; Yes - No
aSIK*
;.. .'. ^
^~.
"
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Car*
V.*".'! '.',, . ...-. i , , ,-",..
'
'
;,V;":'i '-;:;>':^:-i
:-; ;'y;'- '<>::. :-':
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? N/A
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap,and . Deliyeiy Method* H . .
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
) Agent Number" Date ". .. Time (AM or PM)
10 November 1,2000 PM
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Process Evaluation Forms For Scenario #5
Yes '. No; .
Air:
IfAvailable, were lower air options offered? X
> Ifoffered, was the lower airfare accepted? X
> Ifoption was declined, was the travel policy explained? N/A
Did agent inquire about travel credits on file? X
> If applicable, did the agent utilize travel credits? N/A
Hotel:
Was a hotel requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifnot, did the agent offer a preferred hotel? N/A
> Ifpreferred hotel declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
^ TOf_Bt8BB
Was a car rental requested? X
> Did passenger request a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifnot, did agent offer a preferred car rental vendor? X
> Ifpreferred vendor was declined, was travel policy explained? N/A
Recap and Delivery Method;
Was travel itinerary recapped with passenger to ensure accuracy? X
Was electronic ticketing confirmed? X
Agent Number Date Time (AM or PM)
8 November 24, 2000 AM
